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Abstract—The intensive development and growth in the popularity of mobile cloud computing services bring a critical need
to introduce new solutions that increase the level of cloud and
users security. One of the critical issues in highly distributed
computational systems is a task scheduling process. This process
may be exposed to many external and internal security threats,
like task injection, machine failure or generation of incorrect
schedule. These problems are especially important in mobile
environments. It can be even more complicated if we take
into consideration the personalization of the services offered.
Recently, blockchain has been gaining rapidly in popularity,
combining high efficiency with applications in distributed and
highly personalized computational environments. In this paper,
we developed and described a novel model for security-aware task
scheduling in cloud computing based on blockchain technology.
Unlike other blockchain-based solutions, the proposed model
uses Proof of Stake, which does not have high requirements for
computing power. A series of conducted experiments confirmed
the high efficiency of the proposed model.
Index Terms—blockchain, mobile cloud computing, security,
task scheduling, multi-cloud, Stackelberg game.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, Cloud Computing (CC) has become the leading technology for providing services, such as
computing power, storage, and databases. The idea of cloud
computing is to transfer the entire weight of IT services to
the service provider and enable permanent remote access to
subscribed resources.
The use of distributed systems has become a trendy and,
above all, a practical approach to solving complex computing
problems in many science fields. A particular development
can be seen in mobile computing clouds and multi-clouds.
The increase in popularity of such environments brings with it
many challenges, including effective use of resources, ensuring
an appropriate level of security, personalization of services
or supervision over the entire environment’s operation. These
problems often require new, sophisticated and intelligent solutions.
Task scheduling is one of the most crucial processes in
computational distributed environments. It comes down to the
generation of an allocation map of tasks to the computing
units. Scheduling is an essential element in a distributed

system. In essence, it allows for appropriate use of available
resources and can be a crucial issue in the computing environment’s performance, e.g., computational clouds [1]. However,
scheduling is not only limited to minimizing time and cost
but also concerns such aspects as security, deadlines, energy
consumption or deadlines for completing tasks. Such an important issue, especially in modern systems based on the idea
of virtualization and personalization of resources, undoubtedly
requires innovative solutions, ensuring an appropriate level of
security and allowing for the implementation of the Service
Level Agreement (SLA) [2] brokered between the providers
and consumers.
Security-aware task scheduling is a complex process. It
requires a comprehensive approach that takes into account
both external and internal factors and expectations. In the
process of schedule generation, we may encounter many risks,
in particular: task injection, problems in ensuring data integrity
and privacy, unauthorized modification of task results, failure
of computing units, generation of false schedules, performing
tasks on units with a defined level of security.
These challenges are especially crucial in mixed computing
environments using mobile devices. On the other hand, we can
observe a dynamic growth in the development of solutions
based on the blockchain technology. The use of lightweight
solutions that do not require large computing resources can be
successfully used in mobile clouds.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• comprehensive critical analysis of the security–aware
schedulers with particular emphasis on models dedicated
to mobile environments and based on the blockachain
technologies,
• development of the new model of the blockchain–based
mobile multi-cloud scheduler – BSSch with new security
demand and trust level parameters,
• experimental analysis of the developed model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we briefly survey the existing security-aware cloud scheduling
models with a special attention on those where blockchain
technology is applied. Sec. III presents the backgrounds of the
blockchain networks. In Sec. IV, we define our blockchain–

based security–aware scheduler, which is then experimentally
examined in Sec. V. The paper ends with final remarks and
future research plans in Sec. VI.

authors implemented three security modules: authentication,
integrity and confidentiality. Each task is adapting all three
security measures, with the security levels depending on the
user’s expectations. In the experiential part, the impact of
security services and risk coefficient were examined. The
results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
(in comparison to other approaches).
There is also recent work on the use of blockchain technology in computational cloud processes. This approach is used
by F. A. Lokhandwala in [15]. The paper is on improving task
scheduling in cloud computing using Blockchain technology
and heuristic approach. In the presented model, a decentralised
blockchain network was used to optimise the resource allocation process in terms of reducing energy consumption and
lowering costs on the part of the service provider. A load of
data centres stored in blocks is checked using smart contracts
[16]. Tasks are assigned to the least loaded data centres.
Lokhandwala concluded that the use of the presented approach
is not energy efficient in task assigning, but is more suitable
for data storage. Finally, the author failed to implement a smart
contract that would help choose the DC with the least load.
Another task scheduling model based on a smart contract
was presented by J. Fan et al. in [17]. The authors contributed
an idea of the smart contract of Ethereum used to design a kind
of task scheduling strategy for the Vehicular Cloud Computing
environment. The proposed method can guarantee the nonrepudiation of task execution information. This research builds
the private chain of Ethereum on simulation vehicles node.
Next, it creates and deploys the smart contract. The authors
shortly proof that the task scheduling strategy can be useful in
a specific case. The idea is used for non-repudiation problem
of task scheduling information under the AVC environment
based on the Vehicle to Vehicle structure.
H. Baniata et al. in [18] have proposed PF-BTS model
- an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm in a Fogenabled Blockchain-assisted scheduling model. The authors
use Blockchain miners for ACO-based task scheduling and
award miner nodes for their contribution in generating the best
schedule. The model ensures that data, location, identity, and
usage information about the environment are not exposed. The
authors ensure that their solution produces the best results.
Unfortunately, the results presented are questionable. The
paper does not present reliable comparisons on the same sets
of test data. At the same time, it incorrectly informs about the
excessive demand for the computational capacity of the model
that is the basis for this work.
There are a lot of papers on scheduling issues in mobile
cloud environments. However, their main optimisation criteria
are energy consumption or performance [19]–[22]. Unfortunately, there are no solutions focusing on such an important
aspect as the security level in computational task processing.
This underlines the novelty of the proposed model.

II. R ELATED WORK
The task scheduling process in distributed large-scale environments is NP-complete and requires unique methods to generate the [3] solution. There have been many taxonomies, and
reviews were characterising various approaches to solving this
problem [4]–[7]. From the point of view of this research, the
most important are independent task scheduling and securityaware scheduling.
In [8] the author proposed an independent task scheduling
model based on ETC-matrix. ETC-matrix predicts the execution time of each task on each machine. Such estimation is
used in the process of schedule generation. In other papers
(e.g., [9], [10]), the author introduces security parameters,
like trust level (tl) parameters defined for the resources and
security demand (sd) specified for the tasks. These parameters
describe abstractly the features that make up the safety of tasks
and machines.
A. Jakóbik et al. in [11] presented an innovative securityaware meta scheduler controlled by genetic heuristics. The
model is explicitly designed to prevent a task injection attack
inside clouds. Additionally, the authors described two models
for assuring users security level expectations. The first allows
scheduling tasks only on the machines offering the proper
security level. The second model takes into account the
cryptographic operations necessary in the execution process
of each task. These models are based on Kołodziej, and
Xhafa papers [9]. In the experimental part, the influence of
non-deterministic time intervals on the quality of generated
schedules was examined.
Multi-Agent System based Cloud Monitoring (MAS-CM)
model that supports the performance and security of tasks
processing (especially gathering, scheduling and execution) in
computational clouds is proposed in [12]. The proposed system
is based on three types of intelligent agents equipped with
supervision and voting mechanisms and support by decisions
of artificial neural networks. Thanks to the agent support, the
makespan was significantly reduced. The use of ANN allowed
for sufficient identification of false tasks. One of the tasks
of the agent system was to control the consistency of the
processed tasks by using the hash function. The MAS-CM
model has been significantly expanded and formalised at work
[13].
Li et al. in [14] proposed a security and cost-aware task
scheduling (SCAS) algorithm for clouds. They consider heterogeneous tasks processing based on workflow in cloud computing platform where the infrastructure can enable dynamic
resource scaling on demand. SCAS is based on the metaheuristic optimisation technique, particle swarm optimisation
(PSO). The chosen optimisation objective is devised to minimise the total workflow execution cost, taking into account
the deadline and risk constraints. To protect the task’s processing against snooping, alteration and spoofing attacks, the

III. S ECURITY ASPECTS IN BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES
Blockchain (BC) became recently a promising technology
in solving the complex problems in distributed computing,
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business and engineering systems and evolved from Bitcoin
model developed by Nakamoto in [23]. BC can be defined as
a distributed ledger of records, which contains transactions
confirmed by the cryptographic digital signatures and are
grouped into blocks. BC architecture is a fully distributed
system with many local clusters, which can be centralized or
also decentralized. In such decentralized model all important
operations, processes and procedures (i.e., data processing,
transactions) can be provided locally based on consensus
algorithms used for the confirmations of each transaction,
maintaining data consistency.

IV. B LOCKCHAIN – BASED SECURITY– AWARE SCHEDULING
MODEL (BSS CH )
The main concept of the Blockchain–based Security–aware
Scheduling (BSSch) model presented in this paper was inspired by the generic model of the Secure Blockchain Cloud
Scheduler (SBCS) defined in [28], [29] and Security Level
Scheduling (SLS) model defined in [8]. We modified the SLS
parameters and extended the overall scheduling flow process
primarily defined in SBSC with additional verification of the
security condition defined by the Eq. 3 below.
A. BSSch model – SBSC with Security Level parameters

Each transaction in BC system must refer to some previous
transactions. Therefore there is a possibility to trace and verify
what has happened with the processed data.

The main concept of the BSSCh model is presented in
Fig. 1. We modified the notation defined in [8]. Communication between clouds providers in BBSCh is based on
the generic communication model in decentralized public
blockchain networks, where no special protocols for information exchange are required. The main actors in our model
are customers (end-users) and service providers. The customers formulate their security and computational resources
requirements and send them to the cloud providers. End-users’
requests are forwarded to the Task Managers (TMs) from multi
clouds providers. Based on the knowledge about available
resources, each TM selects those resources (machines) that
can calculate and complete at least one task. Task is usually
allocated at machines, which are characterized by the following parameters: (i) cc - computing capacity and (ii) tl - trust
level. Each task is characterized by (i) wl - workload and (ii)
tl - security demand parameters. TM also sets the value of the
expected security level (ESL) parameter for the schedule. If
ESL is equal to 0 then all proposed schedules prepared by
the nodes will be accepted regardless of their security level
SL, otherwise only those with SL greater than or equal to the
value given by TM will be considered as valid.
After setting the characteristics of the tasks and machines
and the ESL, all the parameters are defined as the request
and then stored in the request pool. Nodes receive prepared
requests and prepare the schedule according to their own
scheduling algorithm. After its preparation, one of the optimization metrics, for instance makespan, is calculated. Then
the obtained results along with the data from the request
are placed in the transaction, which is then broadcasted
over the blockchain network for confirmation. After obtaining
the appropriate number of confirmations, the transaction is
placed in the block. Before adding it, SL of the prepared
schedule is calculated. If its value is equal to or greater
than the ESL defined by TM, the adding process continues,
otherwise transaction is skipped as further processing would
be pointless. A transaction is considered as correct if it passes
the validation with the Proof of Schedule (PoSch) algorithm
described in [28], according to which the optimal schedule
is selected. The PoSch algorithm takes into account one of
the optimization criteria, for instance makespan or economic
costs, calculated for the proposed schedules. As part of this
work, the blockchain protocol regulating the rules for adding
subsequent blocks to the chain has been extended to include

The BC block contains the following data:
•
•
•
•
•

bn –block id (number),
hashc – hash of the current block,
hashb – hash of the previous block,
timest – timestamp,
lt – list of transactions.

The detailed description of the block structure can be found
in [24]. It can be noted that each block contains the hash of the
previous block and the minor data modifications can change
the hash parameters, which may entail the interception and
rejection of those modifications by the other BC nodes. The
data stored in BC system should be immutable and each entry
in the ledger must be confirmed by the network. The connected
blocks build the chains, which are the main structures of BC
model.
BC transactions and data transmission are realized though
security-aware BC procedures [25]. Data protection procedures in BC are executed with dynamically changed various
parameters, which makes the malicious data injections or data
damage difficult [26]. The security of transactions is ensured
by the use of cryptographic methods. The end users can send
the data to the BC system after receiving a private key from the
system administrator. This private key is applied to generate
a signature used then for the confirmation of the requested
transaction and prevent any unauthorized changes.
The other security-related features of BC systems include
the low-level access to the data, identification, management
and control over the risks, system anomalies and security vulnerabilities. Also the local consensus procedures in distributed
BC system make it difficult for external attacks [27].
BC-based schedulers can be effective in optimal resource
allocation and computing task distribution in decentralized
computing systems, as it was demonstrated in our previous
work [28]. Such schedulers can support the validation of the
whole system under the individual preferences and conditions
defined by the end users and related to the protection of their
data and personal files. The local character of transactions and
the distributed BC architecture make BC schedulers also useful
in edge and mobile computing.
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Fig. 1. BSSch model [28]

(SD) for tasks and trust level (T L) for machines (mobile
devices, virtual or physical machines and others) are defined
in the following way:

verification of the schedule also in terms of the security
criterion defined as SL, which is calculated according to Eq.
8. After validation, the block with transactions is added to the
blockchain by the validator node according to Proof of Stake
(PoS) consensus algorithm [30]. When the new blockchain
is confirmed throughout the BC network and recognized as
official, TM’s can download the schedule prepared for them.
At this point, the whole process ends.

SDntasks = [sdj , sdj+1 , . . . , sdn ]

(1)

where:
• sdj ∈ [0, 1] is the security demand parameter defined for
a given task j, which expresses security requirements for
execution of that task in cloud resources, and
• n is the number of tasks in the batch.

B. Modified SLS model
Our model is an extension of the model defined in [8]. In the
current model, two main parameters, namely security demand

T Lmmachines = [tli , tli+1 , . . . , tlm ]
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(2)

Nc is a number of all confirmations that the schedule
is correct received by the selected node from the other
blockchain network nodes,
• Nv is a number of all verifications of the schedule,
regardless of whether the the schedule was considered
as valid or not by the other blockchain network nodes.
hacking
P
is the probability of manipulation, i. e. modification of the prepared schedule by unauthorized injections.
The probability values are from the range [0, 1], where 0
represents the lowest, and 1 represents the highest probability
of task injections. To define P hacking , the following notation
is introduced:
• wlj - workload - characterization of the task j,
• wl(schedule)
- the sum of vector elements
[wl1 , . . . , wln ], defined for all tasks from schedule
Based on the above notation, for BBSCh scheduler, P hacking
parameter is calculated in the following way:

0.5
T Ft ≥ 21 BWt
(7)
Pthacking =
T Ft
T Ft < 12 BWt
BWt

where:
• tli ∈ [0, 1] – is the trust level parameter defined for i-th
machine, which expresses the required trust level for that
machine, and
• m is the total number of machines in the considered
mobile cloud cluster (or all cloud).
In the above model, the following security condition:
sdj ≤ tli

•

(3)

means that the security requirements for a given task–machine
pair (j, i); i = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , n are satisfied and task j
can be successfully executed on machine i. This model has
been adjusted in terms of threats resulting from task processing
in mobile cloud computing. Task level and security demand
parameters are used for definition of the matrix P f ailure of
probabilities of machines failures. P f ailure is the probability
of machine failure during tasks execution due to high security
restrictions. It could be, the inability to perform a given task
on a given machine because it machine is located in an illegal
geographic location or does not have a firewall. The probability
of failure of machine i during the execution of the task j due
to high security restrictions is calculated as follows:
f ailure
Pi,j
=



0
1 − e−α(sdj −tli )

sdj ≤ tli
sdj > tli

where:
• T Ft is the sum of wl(schedule) for all schedules added
to the blockchain by attacking node within a given period
of time t,
• BWt is the sum of wl(schedule) added to the blockchain
within a given period of time t.
Having the above three parameters, SL can defined as
follows:

(4)

where α denotes the failure coefficient defined as a global
parameter.
Let us denote by SL the security scheduling level. In order
to define SL, we will need the following three parameters:
P f ailure , P f ake and P hacking .
P f ailure for the complete schedule can be defined as
follows:
Pm
P

f ailure

=

i=1

P

j∈T asksi

n

f ailure
Pi,j

SL = 3 − P f ailure − P f ake − P hacking

It can be observed that the values of SL are from the interval
[0, 3].
BSSch is used in mobile cloud computing to prepare
schedule for launching resource-intensive mobile applications.
Performing tasks in the correct order on available resources in
such environment is very important to enable the execution of
rich mobile applications on multiple mobile devices, with rich
user experience. The model is also suitable for task scheduling
in standard cloud computing environments.

(5)

where:
• i is the number of the machine,
• j is the number of the task,
• T asksi is the set of tasks assigned to machine i,
• m is the number of machines,
• n is the number of tasks in the batch.
P f ake coefficient assumes that the node intentionally sending an incorrect schedule in order to only participate in
building the block and get valuable assets or profits for it.
P f ake is the probability that the false or incorrect schedule will
be processed. The probability values are of the range [0, 1],
where 0 represents the lowest, and 1 represents the highest
probability of schedule falsification. The value of P f ake is
calculated as follows:
P f ake = 1 −

Nc
Nv

(8)

V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section we present the results of empirical evaluation
of BBSCh model. The experiments were conducted in the
BCSchedCloudSim simulation environment, which prototype
was defined in [28]. This simulator implements four different
task scheduling algorithms: First Come First Served (FCFS),
Shortest Job First (SJF), Round Robin (RR) and Hybrid
Heuristic Method based on Genetic Algorithm (HSGA). These
algorithms were used by the nodes to prepare schedules
(algorithms used by classic schedulers characterized by low
computational complexity), while the CloudSim platform [31]
was used to test their execution. The experiments presented
a comparison of 4 modules using the above algorithms,
where each of them operated independently without the use
of the blokckchain technology and the fifth module called

(6)

where:
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M–Dataset 1
M–Dataset 2
32
128
N (7, 4)
MFLOPS
1
12
N (0.5, 0.04)
0.2
1
TABLE I

2,4

2,2

2
Security Level

Number of machines
Distribution of cc values
Measure of cc
Minimum value of cc
Maximum value of cc
Distribution of tl values
Minimum value of tl
Maximum value of tl

1,8

1,6

C HARACTERISTICS OF MACHINES
1,4

T–Dataset 1
T–Dataset 2
Number of tasks
1024
4096
Distribution of wl values
N (600, 90000)
Measure of wl
MFLO
Minimum value of wl
100
Maximum value of wl
1000
Distribution of sd
N (0.8, 0.0225)
Minimum value of sd
0.6
Maximum value of sd
0.9
TABLE II
C HARACTERISTICS OF TASKS

1,2

1
FCFS

HSGA

RR

SJF

BS

Fig. 2. Exp. 1 - security level for different schedulers - 32 machines and
1024 tasks

Scenario III: 128 machines and 1024 tasks;
Scenario IV: 128 machines and 4096 tasks.
Such scenarios reflect the situation of activation relatively
small (32) and big (128) numbers of mobile resources (machines) used for small (1024) and big (4096) numbers of tasks
arrived to the system. They should be considered through the
prism of mobile processing of computing tasks.
For each considered number of machines and tasks we
defined 4 separate datasets, namely M–Dataset 1, M–Dataset 2,
T–Dataset 1, T–Dataset 2, by using the N ormalDistribution
class in Commons Math library [32]. The values of the key
parameters in those datasets are presented in Tables I and
II. The main BCSchedCloudSim parameters are presented
in Table III. For the BS module, each dataset was pushed
96 times as a request into the request pool. One of the
available 16 nodes in the BC network, which initialized the
transaction, must receive confirmation of the correctness of
the schedule included in it, from 8 other nodes to consider
the transaction as valid. Table V shows the parameters of the
CloudSim simulator that were adopted during simulation. One
datacenter with many resources is simulated each with 4096
MB of RAM and 4 CPUs, that is the characteristics of modern
mobile devices. Each preparation of the schedule according
to 4 independent modules was repeated 48 times. Then the
averaged results were compared with those returned by BS, in
which 96 requests with the same data were placed.
•
•

Blockchain Scheduler (BS) proposed in [28] and extended
in this paper by security level of the schedule. This module
uses blockchain technology to find a schedule according to
the process described in Sec. IV. BS scheduler network is
composed of 16 nodes, which may select one of the described
scheduling algorithms for generating the schedules. Each of
the 5 modules generates schedules for different input data
(different number of tasks and different number of machines).
This operation is repeated for different ESL, taking into
account the makespan as an optimization criterion. Due to
the low demand for computing capacity, these solutions are
suitable for mobile cloud computing.
A. Simulation parameters
The methods of generating the parameters for test scenarios were similar than in our previous work with BCSchedCloudSim simulator and secure cloud scheduling experiments
presented in [8]. We used workload (wl) ([wl1 , . . . , wln ])
and security demand (sd) ([sd1 , . . . , sdn ]) parameters for task
characteristics; and computing capacity (cc) ([cc1 , . . . , ccm ])
and trust level (tl) ([tl1 , . . . , tlm ]) parameters for machines
characteristics. The values of all those parameters were generated by using the Gaussian distribution [8].
We considered in our experiment the following 4 scenarios
for different number of tasks and machines:
• Scenario I: 32 machines and 1024 tasks;
• Scenario II: 32 machines and 4096 tasks;

B. Experimental results
We divided our experiments into 7 groups. The main
network parameters in each group of the experiments are
presented in Tab. IV. The security level SL parameter used
in the experiments was calculated according to Eq. 8. In
that formula, P f ailure parameter is calculated based on the
prepared schedule according to Eq. 5. The value of P f ake
in formula 8 is 0.5 in the case of the implementation of
independent schedule module (FCFS, HSGA, RR and SJF).
In the case of BS (where schedule is verified by the other
nodes), P f ake is calculated according to Eq. 6. The value of

Number of records in the pool of requests
96
MTC
8
Bwl
1000000 MFLO
Time for which T F of validators is determined
30 days
Initial value of SF of each node in the BC network
583329 MFLO
Failure coefficient α (see. Eq. 5)
2.5
TABLE III
BCS CHED C LOUD S IM CONFIGURATION
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No.
Exp. 1

ESL
1.5

Size of the BC network
16

MTC
8

Initial value of BWt
2333316

Exp. 2

1.5

16

8

2333316

2
2
2
2
2

4
8
12
16
16

2
4
6
8
8

2333316
2333316
2333316
4666632
6999948

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

3
4
5
6
7

Scheduler
FCFS
HSGA
RR
SJF
BS
FCFS
HSGA
RR
SJF
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

P f ailure
0.483
0.482
0.485
0.484
0.484
0.484
0.482
0.481
0.484
0.489
0,481
0,484
0,493
0,485
0,478

Dependent variables
P f ake
P hacking
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.325
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.325
0
0,45
0,05
0,4
0,071
0,324
0,156
0,172
0,136
0,118

SL
1.514
1.515
1.517
1.519
2.091
1.517
1.507
1.518
1.519
2,091
2,066
2,064
2,113
2,188
2,269

TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTS OUTLINE - VARIOUS SL AND BC NETWORK CONFIGURATION

1 data center
Size of machines image
10000 MB
Memory of machines
4096 MB
Number of CPUs in machines
4
TABLE V
C LOUD S IM CONFIGURATION

Makespan was used as the optimization criterion in each
experiment. The number of machines was set to 32 and the
number of tasks to 1024. In the experiments 3, 4 and 5, the
impact of changing the number of nodes and the minimum
number of transaction confirmations (MTC) in the blockchain
configuration on the value of P f ake was checked. The results
show that the value of P f ake increases with the number of
nodes in the network, meaning that larger networks have a
higher transaction rejection rate before it receives the appropriate number of confirmations. The last two experiments, 6 and
7, demonstrate the effect of blockchain size, namely the value
of BWt , on the P hacking factor. It turns out that the more
transactions and blocks there are in the blockchain, the lower
the value of P hacking is, which means that SL of schedules
increases with the length of the blockchain and the number
of transactions placed in it. The highest value of SL achieved
was 2.269, which is a very good result compared to the 1.519
achieved by the independent modules.

2,4

2,2

Security Level

2

1,8

1,6

1,4

1,2

1
FCFS

HSGA

RR

SJF

BS

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The main problems with most of the existing security-aware
cloud schedulers are their high complexities. Execution of
the security mechanisms usually is time consuming, which
is also the main reason of high energy utilization in the cloud
clusters. Such schedulers cannot be successfully implemented
in mobile devices, where the limited battery lifetime is the
main bottleneck of completion the security procedures and
assigned tasks. The blockchain-based scheduling model presented in this paper is a promising alternate methodology to the
other cloud schedulers with embedded security mechanisms.
Fully distributed blockchain system, through cryptographic
protocols in the consensus algorithms and local confirmation
of the transactions, is recommended as a basic technology
for development of the secure lightweight schedulers in mobile clouds. In Blockchain–based Security–aware Scheduling
model (BSSch), we use simple Proof of Schedule algorithm,
which significantly reduced the scheduler’s complexity and
made it even more suitable for the edge local and mobile

Fig. 3. Exp. 2 - security level for different schedulers - 128 machines and
4096 tasks

P hacking in the case of a independent schedule module (FCFS,
HSGA, RR and SJF) is 0.5. For BS scheduler, this parameter
is calculated according to Eq. 7.
The results of the Exp. 1 and 2 are presented in Fig. 2 and
3. As can be seen, the difference in the number of machines
and tasks is not significant as the results are very similar. It
is worth noting, however, that BS scheduler has significant
advantages over other modules. In BS these are values around
2 while in the case of other schedulers the values are close to
1.5.
In subsequent experiments, simulations were carried out
with various blockchain network configurations, omitting independent modules, to check the impact of blockchain network configuration on the SL of schedules prepared by BS.
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computing systems, which is confirmed in the presented experimental analysis. Unlike the most blockchain-based solutions
(based on Proof of Work consensus), the proposed model
uses Proof of Stake consensus, which does not have high
requirements for computing power.
The research presented in this paper is our first step towards the development of the open access blockchain-based
cloud scheduling simulation environment, loosely inspired by
CloudSim simulator and our previous implementations of the
prototypes of blockchain schedulers. We plan to improve
the core simulator by using the existing blockchain libraries
and extend the list of the scheduling algorithms, as well as
improve the security mechanisms. We also plan to define the
realistic testbeds for testing the schedulers on the real data,
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